
A Comprehensive Guide to Solo Pieces for the
Intermediate Treble Alto Recorder
For the intermediate treble alto recorder player, solo pieces present an
exciting opportunity to refine technique, explore musicality, and develop a
unique voice on the instrument. Embarking on this musical adventure, you'll
encounter a diverse repertoire that spans centuries and styles, from the
intricate Baroque sonatas to expressive contemporary works. This
comprehensive guide aims to illuminate this vast landscape of solo pieces,
providing in-depth descriptions, technical insights, and valuable practice
tips to fuel your musical journey.
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Baroque Masterpieces

The Baroque era witnessed a golden age for the recorder, and its solo
repertoire remains a cornerstone of the instrument's legacy. These pieces
often showcase virtuosic passages, intricate ornamentation, and a
captivating interplay between melody and accompaniment:
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1. Johann Sebastian Bach, Sonata in G minor, BWV 1020: A revered
masterpiece, this sonata demands technical precision and a keen
understanding of Baroque articulation. Its three movements explore
contrasting moods, from the lively opening Allegro to the contemplative
Adagio and the energetic Presto.

2. Georg Philipp Telemann, Fantasia No. 12 in G major, TWV 40:12:
Telemann's Fantasia is a delightful exploration of melodic invention
and rhythmic vitality. Its unhurried tempo allows ample time to
embellish and shape the lyrical phrases.

3. Jacques-Martin Hotteterre, Suite in D minor: Hotteterre's Suite is a
suite of dance movements, each infused with a unique character. The
Sarabande showcases the recorder's expressive capabilities, while the
Gigue requires nimble fingering and precise articulation.

Classical Delights

The Classical period brought about a shift in musical style, with an
emphasis on clarity, balance, and elegant ornamentation:

1. Christoph Willibald Gluck, Dance of the Blessed Spirits: Gluck's
enchanting melody, known for its haunting beauty, is a staple of
intermediate repertoire. It requires a delicate touch and a smooth
legato technique.

2. Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, Concerto for Flute and Harp, K. 299
(arr. for recorder): Originally written for flute, this concerto's lyrical first
movement is a joy to play on the recorder. Its graceful melody
demands a precise articulation and a well-controlled breath support.



3. Franz Anton Hoffmeister, Sonata for Alto Recorder and Piano in G
major: Hoffmeister's Sonata offers a charming blend of Classical
elegance and technical challenges. Its rapid passages and intricate
trills require a strong embouchure and agile fingers.

Romantic Expressions

The Romantic era ushered in a new wave of emotional intensity and
virtuosic display:

1. Carl Maria von Weber, Variations on a Theme from Mozart's "The
Magic Flute": Weber's variations on Mozart's iconic theme are a
showcase of technical brilliance and musical sensitivity. The rapid-fire
passages and wide leaps demand exceptional breath control and
finger dexterity.

2. Louis Spohr, Sonata for Alto Recorder and Piano, Op. 115, No. 1:
Spohr's Sonata is a Romantic masterpiece that explores a wide range
of emotions. Its passionate opening Allegro leads to a serene Adagio
and concludes with a spirited Allegro vivace.

3. Robert Schumann, Fantasiestücke, Op. 73 (arr. for recorder):
Originally composed for clarinet, Schumann's Fantasiestücke are a set
of three character pieces that showcase the recorder's lyrical and
expressive qualities.

Contemporary Explorations

Contemporary composers continue to push the boundaries of the
recorder's potential:



1. Karlheinz Stockhausen, In Freundschaft (In Friendship):
Stockhausen's avant-garde piece challenges traditional notions of
melody and rhythm. It requires a keen sense of intonation and an
ability to produce extended techniques, such as multiphonics.

2. Luciano Berio, Sequenza VIIa: Berio's experimental work explores
the recorder's full range of colors and textures. It demands a mastery
of circular breathing and a willingness to embrace extended
techniques.

3. Sofia Gubaidulina, De Profundis: Gubaidulina's evocative piece for
alto recorder solo draws inspiration from the depths of human emotion.
Its haunting melodies and complex rhythms create a profoundly
moving musical experience.

Practice Tips

To successfully navigate the challenges of solo recorder playing, here are
some invaluable practice tips:

Establish a Solid Foundation: Ensure a strong embouchure, proper
breath support, and a comfortable fingering technique before tackling
advanced pieces.

Slow Practice: Initially, practice new passages slowly and deliberately,
focusing on accuracy and intonation. Gradually increase the tempo as
your technique improves.

Metronome Use: Use a metronome to develop a steady rhythm and
improve your timing. Start at a slow tempo and gradually increase the
speed as you become more comfortable.



Articulation Mastery: Pay close attention to articulation markings.
Practice tonguing exercises and experimenting with different舌头
articulations, such as single tonguing, double tonguing, and flutter
tonguing.

Ornamentation Exploration: Embellishments add color and character
to solo playing. Familiarize yourself with Baroque and Classical
ornamentation practices and incorporate them tastefully into your
interpretations.

Interpretation and Expression: Beyond technical proficiency, strive
to infuse your playing with musicality and expression. Consider the
emotional content of the piece and experiment with dynamic variation,
phrasing, and rubato.

The world of solo pieces for the intermediate treble alto recorder is a vast
and rewarding one. Whether you seek the intricate beauty of Baroque
sonatas, the elegance of Classical melodies, the emotional intensity of
Romantic works, or the experimental soundscapes of contemporary
compositions, there's a piece out there to ignite your musical passion.
Embrace the challenge, devote yourself to diligent practice, and embark on
a journey of musical growth and self-expression. May your recorder
become an extension of your voice, allowing you to share your unique
musical vision with the world.
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